
ENERGY ALCHEMY PROCESS MAP 

LOW FREQUENCY SURVIVAL ARCHETYPE →  ENERGY ALCHEMY STEPS →  → HIGH FREQUENCY POWER ARCHETYPE 

CHILD 
Key aspects: Dependency/responsibility (lack) 
Key fear: Abandonment 
Story: My happiness relies on others  
Tone: Defiant/immature/needy  
Voice: It’s not fair; I’m not enough, I’ll never be good 
enough, no one will love me, I need …X.. to do Y so I 
can be happy. 

Step 1. INDENTIFY VOICE.  Survival archetype 
voices are the voices of FEAR manifesting through 
collective energy patterns. Use awareness to 
recognise active shadow energy 
(feeling/thought/belief) and identify which voice. 
Witness without becoming the voice/fear; hear 
what it’s saying and recognise an opportunity for 
alchemy.  

SOVEREIGN  
Key aspects: Identity/responsibility (full) 
Super Power: Supreme individualisation 
Story: I AM/I chose THIS 
Voice: I am responsible for my happiness, I chose 
this life, I am all that is, I need no one and no 
thing outside of myself, I give myself permission 
to have the power to be what I choose.  

VICTIM 
Key aspect: Blame/powerlessness 
Key fear: Being weak/taken advantage of/rejected  
Story: I have no power/I can’t change 
Tone: Self-pity/defeatism/envy 
Voice: Others get what they want, and I don’t; I can’t 
do/have/be…, it’ll never happen for me, nothing 
works for me, others are out to get me. 

Step 2.  AFFIRM SUBMISSION.  Once you have 
identified the voice you must affirm that YOU are 
in control and that the shadow energy will submit 
to alchemy. Shadow energy is always the LIE. Only 
light is truth. And only truth will prevail. You need 
to be confident in your delivery of truth in order to 
successfully orchestrate the next step of the 
alchemising process.  

WARRIOR 
Key aspect: Strength/courage 
Super Power: Boundaries 
Story: I will win the battle  
Voice: I stand for what I believe in, I am powerful, 
nothing can defeat me, I am calm, I will do what it 
takes, I will never give up, I will not be beaten. 

SABOTURE 
Key aspect: Betrayal/Low Self-esteem 
Key fear: Empowerment/failure 
Story: It’s not safe to be powerful  
Voice: It’s not the right time; I don’t know how to do 
it, it’s too hard, life’s too tough, I’m stuck, I’ll fail, it 
takes too long, too much effort/energy/$$$  

Step 3.  ALCHEMISE ENERGY. Alchemising energy 
is the process of redirecting and transmuting a 
lower vibration into a higher frequency. Fear is 
misdirected energy, it is redirected by faith and 
transmuted by truth. Low frequency energy (fear) 
is transmuted into higher frequency energy 
(power) using the opposing frequency of truth.  

MAGICIAN 
Key aspects: Trust/Intuition 
Super Power: Transformation/Success  
Story: I can create 
Voice: I can do anything I choose; I make it so, I 
have the power; anything is possible, nothing will 
stop me. 

PROSTITUTE 
Key aspect: Worth/Safety/Compromise 
Key fear: Being worthy/unlovable 
Story: I need approval/I must trade power to survive. 
Voice: I need to be liked, I can’t survive on my own, 
anyone is better than no one, I must prove myself, I 
need others to believe I’m worthy, I won’t make it on 
my own, I don’t want to but I have to, I can’t afford to 
leave, be happy, change, let go.  

Step 4. INTEGRATE ENERGY.  It’s important to 
integrate alchemised energy to allow the feeling of 
power to integrate into your energy field and 
expand your nervous system. Power can be 
uncomfortable. We sabotage when we’re 
unfamiliar with holding a higher frequency in our 
energy system, and bring our vibration lower to 
feel more comfortable. Take a moment to feel into 
the energy you’ve alchemised, welcome it into 
your nervous system intentionally.  Feel the 
vibration of power, familiarize with it. 

LOVER 
Key aspects: Self-expression/Acceptance  
Super Power: Value 
Story: I am whole and worthy 
Voice: I am the prize, nothing is worth sacrificing 
my values for, I am NOT safe when I sacrifice, I 
know my value, I cannot be bought, I love who I 
am and what I am, I will afford what I choose, I 
approve of myself, I deserve the world and 
everything I desire will be mine.   
 

 


